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Message from the President’s Desk

The Startup revolution in India began on a high note drawing in funding worth around USD 6
billion in 2015. Job creation & Innovation have been the ingenuity of the rising startup
footprints in India. In terms of the number of technology driven startups, India ranks third in
the world, just after the US and the UK.
The role of the Government of India and the state governments has been particularly
encouraging for the Startup ecosystem in the country. A Fund of Funds of Start-ups (FFS)
has been established by the Union government in June 2016. A Credit Guarantee Scheme for
Startups (CGSS) is also on the pipeline to promote young entrepreneurs. The Ministry of
DoNER has rolled out “Venture Fund” for Startups in the Northeastern region of the
country. The Eastern Indian states of West Bengal, Bihar & Jharkhand have initiated
dedicated Start Up Policies for the budding entrepreneurs.
The Government of India has also launched the Startup India Virtual Hub, an online platform
for stakeholders to “discover, connect and engage with each other”. India is now taking the
Startup growth story beyond its domestic frontiers, teaming up with countries like Sweden
and Portugal to synergize a global startup ecosystem.
At the industry level, the Start-up ecosystem in India has evolved rapidly over the past
couple of years. Investors are now looking for mature entrepreneurs, deeper credentials and
viable and unique business models and not just great ideas.
As part of our endeavor to take forward the agenda of sensitizing the start-up ecosystem of
the country, the Indian Chamber of Commerce is happy to introduce the ‘STARTUPRENEUR’,
our newsletter on startups and entrepreneurship. As an industry dashboard, it will feature
success stories from budding CEOs, latest policy diktats, Government and Regulator views
and industry updates.
The aim is to build up a strong networking platform for the startups. ICC will actively
facilitate queries, meetings, B2B and G2B interactions for the startup entrepreneurs in the
country. I sincerely hope that the stakeholders involved in this sector will benefit from this
initiative.
Mr. Shashwat Goenka
President
Indian Chamber of Commerce
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News on Startups
Government launches Startupindia Ranking Framework

The Government of India has launched three new tools for States and Union Territories in
the country, to enable ranking of startups. These are the State and Union Territory Startup
Ranking Framework, the Compendium of Good Practices for Promoting Startups in India and
the Startup India Kit. The key objective of the Startup States and UTs Ranking Framework is
to encourage States and UTs to take proactive steps towards strengthening the Startup
ecosystems at the local level. The Startup India Compendium of Good Practises focuses on
enriching the Startup ecosystem through ethical behaviours. The Startup India Kit is
primarily a one-stop guide on all Startup India offerings. It offers vital information, advice
and assistance through website links, statistics, tools, templates, events, competitions and a
glossary on startup terms. India is home to about 20,000 startups, with about 1,400
beginning operations every year. They are not only driving economic growth but also leading
to technological innovations and employment generation in every state.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi proposes ‘Startup Agri India’ scheme to support Agri
Startups in the country
Strengthening Agriculture & Allied sector activities has been one of the key focus areas of
the Government and the Union Budget, FY 19 has rolled out a host of fiscal incentives for
ensuring remunerative pricing for farmers, alongside improving agri-infrastructure,
marketing opportunities and flow of credit to the sector. Carrying forward the concept of
treating agriculture and allied sector activities as an ‘enterprise’, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has proposed the launching of ‘Startup Agri India’ scheme to support Agri Startups in
the country. The four pronged strategy would work on reducing cultivation costs, ensuring
profitable prices, processing farm waste and creating non-farm sources of income.

Government eases norms for Angel Tax

The Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) has notified an amendment to the
angel tax rule. As per the amendment, startups incorporated before 2016 that have received
up to Rs 10 crore in angel funding will not have to pay angel tax. This will be applicable only
to companies with revenue of less than Rs 25 crore. With the introduction of amendments
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through this notification, startups are likely to have easy access to funding, which in turn will
ensure ease in starting of new businesses, promote startup eco-system and encourage
entrepreneurship leading to more job creation and economic growth for the country.
Incentives for Startup India
Government of India launched the 'Startup India' initiative on January 16, 2016 to build a
strong eco-system for nurturing innovation and entrepreneurship in the country. As part of
this initiative, Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion has issued gazette notification
for constituting a broad based Inter-Ministerial Board (IMB) to consider applications of
Startups for claim of following incentives of the Income Tax Act 1961:
 Exemption from levy of income tax on share premium received by eligible Startups
under section 56 of the Act.
 100% deduction of the profits and gains from income of Startups for three out of
seven consecutive assessment years under 80 IAC of the Act.
Applications for certification of startups under section 56 and Section 80 IAC of the Act will
be submitted through an online portal to DIPP.
DIPP changes definition of startups in India

Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP), under the Union Ministry for
Commerce and Industry, has come out with a new notification on definition of start-ups.
According to the DIPP notification, “An entity shall be considered as a start-up up to a period
of seven years from the date of incorporation/registration, if it is incorporated as a private
limited company (as defined in the Companies Act, 2013) or registered as a partnership firm
(registered under Section 59 of the Partnership Act, 1932) or a limited liability partnership
(under the Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008) in India”. In the case of start-ups in the
biotechnology sector (including medical device), the period shall be up to ten years from the
date of its incorporation/ registration. The notification also said that the turnover of the
entity for any of the financial years since incorporation/ registration should not exceed Rs 25
crore.
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State Focus: Jharkhand
Jharkhand Startup Policy – Key Financial Incentives
National /International
Patent Filing cost
Registration fee/Stamp
duty/Transfer duty
Municipal duties
Lease rentals

Internet

Electricity

Provision of land in IT
Parks/SEZ

100% reimbursement for startups registered and
headquartered in Jharkhand; reimbursement to be done in
3 stages-filing, prosecution & award
100% reimbursement on purchase of land by startups
3 year moratorium on payment of all municipal duties by
startups
Reimbursement of 50% on lease rentals up to Rs 5 lakhs per
annum for a maximum period of 3 years for office spaces in
SEZs/IT Parks etc (both public and privately promoted)
30% of amount paid to the Internet Service Provider (ISP)
shall be reimbursed; upto Rs 60,000 /annually on furnishing
self – certified bills for 5 years, since registration of the
startup
30% of the amount paid to the electricity discoms shall be
reimbursed; upto Rs 60,000 annually on furnishing selfcertified bills
Startups registered in Jharkhand will be given priority. All
existing government/ proposed IT/Industrial parks will
have 10% of the space earmarked for startups
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Success stories- Startupreneurs Speak

Sector: Socio-tech Startup
Name of Company: SystemOnSilicon Corporation
Year of Incorporation: 2017
Product/Service Portfolio: Smart & Precision
Agriculture and Digital Health Analytics
Dr. Raj Ray,
Dr. Dave Roy, CoFounder/CEO & CTO founder & CSO

About the organization: SystemOnSilicon is solving critical socio-economic problems through disruptive
products powered by advanced scientific and engineering research. Starting the journey with disruptive
solutions like AgroTick and RiteFood, SOS eventually plans to create a bigger canvas for Digital Health
with innovative offerings like Cognitive Disease Analytics, Genomics guided Wellness Recommendations,
IoT driven Efficient Health Access etc. Team SOS strongly believes in the tagline: Innovations for a Better
World.
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Success stories- Startupreneurs Speak
Sector: Edu-tech Startup
Name of Company: GROVILL EDUCATION (P) LIMITED
Year of Incorporation: 2017
Product/Service Portfolio: IT Enabled pre-primary Education dedicated
for Rural India

Mr. Biplab Dey, CEO

About the Organization: Under the incubation of IIM Calcutta Innovation Park, Grovill Education Ltd.
provides affordable Pre-Primary Education to the rural children, with excellent infrastructure and
proper teaching aids for experiential learning. Grovill Education is positively impacting the lives of rural
parents having kids, woman workforce and rural businessman (micro entrepreneurs) who are looking
for better livelihood opportunities. The aim is to provide quality and affordable education in over 6000
blocks of India.
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Success stories- Startupreneurs Speak
Sector: Agri-tech Startup

Name of Company: Organicsabjiwala
Year of Incorporation: 2017
Product/Service Portfolio: Organic vegetable farming and selling; hyperlocal
market

Mr. Debopriyo Dutta, CEO

About the Organization: A social entrepreneurship venture, the aim is to introduce modern supply chain
and marketing initiatives to organic farming. The venture also aims to strengthen livelihood
opportunities for the rural farming community by building Farmer Producer Organizations for
sustainable and remunerative organic farming. The consumers benefit from the direct marketing in
terms of pricing and product quality .
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Business Incubation & Innovation Support

Name of Organization: NASSCOM 10,000 Startups
Year of establishment: 2013

Mr. Arihant Kothari, Deputy Manager, 10,000 Startups, NASSCOM

Organization brief: The NASSCOM 10000 startups is an initiative of NASSCOM to impact 10000
startups across India by the year 2023 using the innovative FAME (Funding, Acceleration,
Mentorship, Enterprise Connect) model. Supported by technology leaders like IBM, Digital Ocean,
Facebook, Google and facilitated by various state governments across India in line with Indian
startup policies across regions, this initiative aims to scale startups to be game changer in the
economy influencing various stake holders in the startup ecosystem – Corporates, Government,
Academia, make mark in the society across the globe. Some success stories from the East include
– SIBIA Analytics, EazyCoach, Dabadigo, SeenIt.
Vertical: Startup Incubation Program for technology startups with focus on funding, acceleration,
mentorship and enterprise connect.

Sponsors & Partners

Testimonials

“Thank-you for helping us
getting associated with OYO
Rooms. This will go a long way
for us to create MyTripMyWay
- a real time itinerary.”
Somdev Dutta Gupta
Product Head & Founder
Tripmamu.com

“I would like to share with
you that Kornerstone
Analytics just cleared the
first round of Israel Mass
Challenge Stage…”
B VASANTHAKRISHNA
Founder/Director, Kornerstone
Analytics | Kolkata
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Incubators in Western India
Name

Thrust Area

Centre
for
Innovation,
Incubation
and
Entrepreneurship
(CIIE)

Market
oriented
products/technologi Gujarat
es (ICT, Renewable
energy,
Social
impact)

Gujrat Foundation Technology
for
innovation
Entrepreneurial
excellence- icreate

State

&
Gujarat

Address

Contact Person

Email id/Phone number

CIIE, IIM new campus, Mr. Neeraj Jain, Manager
Sargam Marg, Vastrapur,
Ahmedabad,
Gujarat
3800015

neeraj@iima.ac.in
T: 079 6632 4203
Fax: 079- 66324207

International Centre for Mr. Anupam Lavania , anupam@icreate.org.in
Entrepreneurship
and Head
Technology M: 079- 27912803
TechnologyFirst
floor, Business Incubator
GMDC Building, 132 Ft
Ring Road, Vastrapur,
Ahmedabad 380 052,
India

IITGN Incubation Technology
Centre

Gujarat

IIT Gandhinagar near Mr.
Anand
Pandey, anandp@iitgn.ac.in
village
palaj, Assistant
Manager M: 07069021616
gandhinagar-382355
(Commercialization)

Comcubator

Gujarat

Shela, Ahmedabad - 380 Prof
U
T
058,Gujarat, India
Chairperson,
Incubator

Gujarat

Block 11, 9th floor, GH Rd, Ms. Ritu Trivedi
Sector 11, Gandhinagar, Knowledge
Gujarat- 382010
Technology
Management Officer

Gujarat
State
Biotechnology
Mission (GSBTM),
Savli Bio Incubator

Communication
technology

Biotechn
ology

Rao, rao@micamail.in
MICA T: 02717 308319
Fax:02717 308249
M: 9979777284
SavliBioIncubator@gmail.com
& info@savlibioincubator.in
T +91-2667-264-900
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B.
V.
Patel Biotechnology
Pharmaceutical
Education
&
Research
Development
(PERD) Centre
Ahmedabad
University
Support
Foundation,
Venture
Studio,
Ahmedabad
University

Gujarat

1)
Healthcare2) Gujarat
Education
3)
Energy4)
Transport5)
Agritech6)
Hardware
&
Manufacturing

Thaltej-Gandhinagar
Dr. Neeta Shrivastava, perd@perdcentre.com
Highway,
Thaltej, Assistant Director
neetas@perdcentre.com
Ahmedabad-380054
T: 079 27439375/2741640

Venture Studio, A G Ms.
Shanti
Teacher’s
Campus, Management
Commerce Six Roads, Administration
Navrangpura,
Ahmedabad - 380009

Menon, vs@ahduni.edu.in
T: 079 2646 3150

Innovation
& 1)
Energy
and Gujarat
Incubation Centre Aligned areas2) IT3)
(IIC)Pandit
E commerce
Deendayal
Petroleum
University(PDPU)

Innovation
and Shani Panyda, Executive
incubation centre, 7
Ameinty Centre, Near
Medical Centre, PDPU
Campus Raisan Village,
Dist Gandhinagar- 382007

shani.pandya@iic.pdpu.ac.in
T: 9409611194 / 07923275163

Venture Center

Venture Center, National Dr.V.Premnath, Director
Chemical Laboratory 100
NCL Innovation Park
National
Chemical
Laboratory Campus Pune
- 411008
Unit no. 304, Bldg Sahil Gupta, Deputy
2,Sector 1, Millennium Manager
Business
Park,
Navi
Mumbai,
Maharashtra
400710

1)v.premnath@ncl.res.in2)direc
tor@venturecenter.co.inT: 0202590-2986, 020-6401-1024 ,0202590-2185 Fax: 91- 20-2589-3104

Agnostic

Maharashtra

NASSCOM10000
1) IT and enabled Maharashtra
Start
Ups Technologies
Warehouse – Navi
Mumbai

sahil@nasscom.in
T: 022-27784414
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MITCON
Technology
Business
IncubationCentre

1) Biotechnology2) Maharashtra
Ayurveda3)
Biomedicine4)
Renewable Energy5)
Environment6) IT7)
Engineering
electronic sectors

Science
And 1) Open Source & Maharashtra
Technology Park
Open
Platform
Technology2)
Renewable Energy
&
Clean
Technology3)
Pharma
&
Biotechnology4)
Mobile Computing5)
Project
Management6) Data
Centers7)
Social
Incubation8)
IT/ITES9)
Education10) Agri &
Food
Processing
Technology11)
Remote Sensing &
GIS12) Electronics &
Telecommunication
s13)
Cyber
Security14) Health
SINE (Society for Agnostic
Maharashtra
Innovation
&

Near DIC, Agriculture Dr. Pradeep Bavadekar, md@mitconindia.com
College
Campus, Managing Director
T: 020 – 66289452
Shivajinagar, Pune M: 08308809265
411005

Savitribai Phule Pune Dr.Rajendra P.Jagdale, stp@scitechpark.org.in
University
Campus, Director General
T: +91-20-25699206 / 25693449
Ganeshkhind Road, Pune
- 411007

3rd Floor CSRE Building, Mr. Rakesh Rajiv
IIT Bombay Campus, Manager – Incubation

, 1) sine@sineiitb.org
2) rakesh@sineiitb.org
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Entrepreneurship)

Powai - 400 076

DKTE Technology Clothing and textile Maharashtra
Business
technology
Incubator

D.K.T.E.Society's Textile Prof.(Dr.)
& Engineering Institute, Principal
P.O.Box-130 “Rajwada”,
Ichalkaranji-416 115. DistKolhapur. Maharashtra

Startup Oasis

Agnostic

RIICO
Software Mr. Chintan Bakshi, Chief connect@startupoasis.in
Complex,EPIP, Sitapura Executive Officer (CEO)
M: 9887027865
Industrial
Area,Jaipur302022, Rajasthan (India)

BITS
PilaniTechnology
Business
Incubator
Centre
for
Incubation
and
Business
Acceleration

Embdedded systems Rajasthan
& VLSI designs

Bits Pilani, Vidya Vihar , Dr. Anu Gupta, Program anug@pilani.bits-pilani.ac.in
Pilani, Rajasthan, PIN - Manager
T:+91-1596-51-5694, 9828125263
333031
Fax: 91 01596 244183

1. ICT 2. Food Goa
Processing 3. Clean
Technologies

Centre for Incubation D.S. Prashant
and
Business General Manager
Acceleration Campus of
Agnel
Institute
of
Technology
and
DesignAgnel Technical
Education
Complex,
Assagao, Goa-403507 ,
Goa

Rajasthan

T: +91 22 2576 7016Fax: +91 22
2572 1220
P.V.Kadole, pvkadole@gmail.com
T: 0230-2421300

prashant@ciba.org.in

info@ciba.org.in
M: 9823235890

Disclaimer: While we have made every attempt to ensure that the information and data contained in this publication is accurate, the Indian Chamber of
Commerce is not responsible for any errors or omissions, or for the results obtained from the use of this information.
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About ICC
Founded in 1925, Indian Chamber of Commerce (ICC) is the leading and only National
Chamber of Commerce operating from Kolkata, and one of the most pro-active and forwardlooking Chambers in the country today. Its membership spans some of the most prominent
and major industrial groups in India. ICC is the founder member of FICCI, the apex body of
business and industry in India. ICC’s forte is its ability to anticipate the needs of the future,
respond to challenges, and prepare the stakeholders in the economy to benefit from these
changes and opportunities. Set up by a group of pioneering industrialists led by Mr G D Birla,
the Indian Chamber of Commerce was closely associated with the Indian Freedom
Movement, as the first organised voice of indigenous Indian Industry. Several of the
distinguished industry leaders in India, such as Mr B M Birla, Sir Ardeshir Dalal, Sir Badridas
Goenka, Mr S P Jain, Lala Karam Chand Thapar, Mr Russi Mody, Mr Ashok Jain, Mr.Sanjiv
Goenka, among many others, have led the ICC as its President. Currently, Mr. Shashwat
Goenka is leading the Chamber as its President.
The Chamber has proven capabilities in business development across geographical
boundaries and capacity building. ICC is the only Chamber from India to win the first prize in
World Chambers Competition in Quebec, Canada. Also, ICC was selected as one of the top
finalists at the 2013 World Chambers’ Congress in Doha, Qatar. ICC was selected for its
innovative project - the ‘Better Calcutta Contest for Schools’, which is run by ICC Calcutta
Foundation, a charitable trust set up with the objective of promoting the well-being of
Calcutta. In 2014, ICC was the only Chamber from India to have bid for the World Chambers’
Congress to be held in 2017, and was one of the 4 Chambers to give the bid presentation in
Tokyo. The ICC also has a very strong focus upon Economic Research & Policy issues - it
regularly undertakes Macro-economic Surveys/Studies, prepares State Investment Climate
Reports and Sector Reports, provides necessary Policy Inputs & Budget Recommendations
to Governments at State & Central levels. While the ICC has grown rapidly over the last few
years, and expanded its operations with the goal of serving Industry better across regions &
states, and effectively addressing issues related to sub-national growth, the Chamber’s
major focus will continue to be on the East & North-East of India. Being headquartered in
Kolkata, the Indian Chamber has worked closely with all the State Governments in the
region, and particularly, has been the Govt. of West Bengal’s partner in progress over the
years. The ICC is recognized by the Ministry of DoNER, Govt. of India as the “Nodal
Chamber” for the North-East, and has worked relentlessly for the progress of the North-East
region which has unparalleled and majorly untapped economic opportunities. The Indian
Chamber, along with the Ministry of DoNER, has been organizing the ‘North-East Business
Summit’, the largest and most prestigious Summit cum Exposition on India’s North-East
region over the years. These Summits have been able to address key developmental issues
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of the NER by bringing together all relevant stakeholders from across sectors & regions.
Apart from being the Partner Chamber in all previous North-East Business Summits
organized by the Ministry, the Indian Chamber has also organized mega trade & investment
shows on the North-East abroad, particularly in South & South-East Asian countries, which,
the ICC feels, can be natural trade partners of the North-East region because of the latter’s
strategic location and proximity to these countries. Several high-profile Delegation
Exchanges with South & South-East Asian countries like Bangladesh, Bhutan, Myanmar,
Thailand, Vietnam & Singapore to foster trade through the NER have been organized quite
frequently by the Chamber over the last few years, in sync with the Govt. of India’s erstwhile
‘Look East , and now ‘Act East’ Policy. The ICC strongly believes that if India has to ‘Act East’,
the Eastern & the North-Eastern States have to play a significant role in connecting the
whole of India with South & South-East Asia, and will gain tremendously through the various
backward & forward linkages, in the process. The Indian Chamber of Commerce (ICC) has set
its Theme for 2017-18 as - “Breaking Barriers: Imagine, Innovate, Inspire”. The ICC
headquartered in Kolkata, over the last few years has truly emerged as a National Chamber
of repute, with full-fledged offices in New Delhi, Mumbai, Guwahati, Patna, Bhubaneswar &
Ranchi functioning efficiently, and building meaningful synergies among Industry and
Government by addressing strategic issues of national significance. For a Chamber which
started in Kolkata and played an inspiring role in India’s Freedom struggle by bringing
indigenous businesses together, it has been a long and eventful journey. Today, as the
Chamber continues to grow across states and regions, it is adhering more strongly to its
primary aim of creating a conducive and sustainable environment to enable social, industrial
and economic growth of the country. ICC’s flagship Annual Conferences include the NorthEast Business Summit, India Energy Summit, Agro Protech, ICC Insurance Summit, ICC
Mutual Fund Summit, ICC Environment Partnership Summit, to name a few. These Summits
take place all across India and abroad, and address key strategic issues in important sectors
like Agriculture, Infrastructure & Energy, Environment, MSME, Capital Markets & Finance,
etc. As a pro-active Industry Association, thus ICC is directly involved in impacting Policy
Making in the country by bringing Industry & key Regulatory Bodies together, and these
Conferences & Exhibitions go a long way in creating the necessary forward & backward
linkages required for industrial & economic growth. The networking opportunities that the
ICC Conferences provide to the participants are also significant, and these Forums create
newer business opportunities in the process.
________________________________________
Indian Chamber of Commerce
4 India Exchange Place, Kolkata 700 001, Phone: 033-22303242, Fax: 033 2231 3380, 3377,
Website: www.indianchamber.net
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Contact
Mr. Rajarshi Ghosh
Head - Department of Economic Affairs and Policy
Indian Chamber of Commerce
Landline: 033-2253 4333 (D), E mail: rajarshi.ghosh@indianchamber.net

Ms. Atasi Das *
Executive Officer - Department of Economic Affairs & Policy
Indian Chamber of Commerce
Landline: 033-2253 4258 (D), E mail: atasi.das@indianchamber.net
(*for Advertising inquiries & Submission of Success Stories)
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